
1.HANDS-ON TRAINING ON PCB ON MINOR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 

I year Physics 2019 

VENUE: Physics Laboratory      DATE: 16.09.2019 

The Department of Physics had conducted a workshop on “Hands-On Training on PCB on Minor 

Electronic Projects “in Physics Laboratory on 16th September, 2019 from 9.45 AM to 3.30 PM. 

The workshop commenced with the prayer recited by Sana of I B.sc physics followed by the 

welcome address given by Nandika of I B.sc Physics. 

The resource person, Dr. G. Kumar Sathiyan (Retd. Prof. Madras Christian College, Chennai) 

demonstrated the Power Supply (PCB) Making Process – PCB which isaPrinted Circuit Board. 

Instead of connecting one pin to another we can print the circuit in copper clade sheet. 

The copper clade PCB consists of two sides Hylumsideand Copper side.  The Hylum side is a 

component side and copper side is a solder side.  The making of PCB was taught to us in a 

simple and fewer steps: first the circuit diagram is drawn in a white paper. The circuit diagram is 

traced with the use of a carbon paper beneath it in the component side of the PCB using a pencil. 

The traced circuit lines are painted with a thin tipped brush and the painted lines are dried with 

hot air for 15 minutes. Immerse the copper clade into the ferric chloride solution keep shaking it 

to accelerate the etching process. Keep doing it for 15 minutes till the unwanted copper is etched 

out. We have to use acetone or thinner solution to remove the paint. At the end PCB contains 

only the copper lines. We have to solder the components in the solder side. Few components 

used in the PCB making are LDR (Light Dependent Resistance) which is a heat resistance and 

LMR a temperature resistance. In darkness, resistance increases current decreases and in day 

time, resistance decreases current increases. 

The second session started at 11.30 am after a break of 15 minutes. Students were divided into 

three groups and introduced to the components present in the power supply PCB. From 12 PM, 

the students were practically trained under the supervision of the resource person of the 

conducting team on how to print the circuit in the copper clade. 

The third session after lunch started at 1.15 pm during which the group of students were taught to 

solder on the circuit board. Every student was eager and interested to do soldering on their own 

which gave an excellent hands-on-experience. The students understood how in darkness the 

garden lights glows and in the day time automatically the glowing of lights cuts off. Finally, 

students gave a positive feedback for the entire hands-on training workshop. BarkathBegum. S of 

I B.sc Physics said that she found this workshop very beneficial and amazing and requested the 

resource person to conduct such workshop more and more. Followed by the feedback, the vote of 

thanks was given by Barkavi. N. P of I year B.sc Physics.Thus, the workshop was very useful 

and was really welcomed among the students of the first year of the Department of Physics.  



 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 

2.WORKSHOP on “GRAPHICS DISPLAY SYSTEM USING P2 MULTICOLORED 

LED” 

 

VENUE:  Physics Laboratory                                                        

DATE   :  06.09.2019 

 

The Department of Physics had conducted a workshop on "Graphics Display System using P2 

multicolored LED" in Physics laboratory on 6th September 2019 from 10.00 AM to 1.30 PM.  

 

The workshop commenced with the prayer recited by MinhaajAfreen of III B.sc Physics 

followed by the welcome address given by Saba Anjum of III B.sc Physics. 

 

Dr. G. Kumar Sathian(Retd. Prof. Madras Christian College) taught us the details on Rolling 

Message Graphic Display which was done using embedded microcontrollers - ARM A9 which is 

an Advanced Risk Microcontroller. The great advantage of this system is that about 1,60,000 

colors can be received at the output.     

 

The Sensors of various operations send their signal to the microcontrollers. Each controller is of 

32 bits. The resolution is of 28×7 inches. It requires a power supply of 40 amperes and 5 volts. 

Many types of data can be viewed at the output like videos, photos, logos and animations. It is 

used for various purposes like mobile advertisement, travel announcements, banners, news, 

sporting and other marketing agencies. We were also introduced to the components present in the 

graphic display which are used to perform its intricate functions.  

 

From 12 noon, the students were practically trained under the supervision of the resource person 

of the conducting team on how to enter the input. The input was fed by the students who were 

split into groups. The students were eager and interested in feeding the input with their desired 

texts, animated backgrounds, frames and their colors. It was informed that the batch was the first 

to use animations in this system.  

 

Finally, students gave a positive feedback to the members. Nasrin.S of III B.Sc Physics said that 

she was not used to computers and over here she had got the opportunity to learn and run such a 

software on her own. MinhaajAfreen of III B.Sc Physics said that she found this workshop very 

useful and requested the resource persons to conduct such workshops more and more. Followed 

by the feedback, the vote of thanks was given by MehreenFathima of III B.Sc Physics.  

 

Thus, the workshop sponsored by DBT star college scheme was very useful and was really 

welcomed among the students in the final year of the Department of Physics.  



 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3.FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM – REPORT 

 

Topic: Single Phase Domestic Electrical Wiring 

 

The faculty development program (FDP) on Single Phase Domestic Electrical wiring was held 

on 4th September 2019, 9.55 am at physics lab, Department of Physics. Dr. A. Zamara recited the 

prayer for the day and the welcome address was given by Dr. Sairakhatheeja. 20 Faculty 

members from various departments have enrolled and participated in the program.The resource 

person for the FDP was Dr. G. KUMAR SATHIAN retiredHead of Department of Physics, 

Academic Dean & one of the Directors of Madras Christian College Board. 

The FDP program was planned very systematically by Dr. G. KUMAR SATHIAN for two 

sessions. On the first session he explained the basic terminologies used to calculate the current 

and power consumed in the domestic areas. A power point presentation was given showing the 

circuits right from the generation of electricity in the turbines. The circuit shows how the heavy 



load electricity is reduced using step down transformers and transmitted to the local stations. At 

the local stations the power is amplified using step up transformers and then the converted 

voltage is supplied to our house hold appliances. A circuit board was displayed which was 

designed by Dr. G. KumarSathianand his team showing the division of current into 3 phases in 

domestic areas and how it has been used in various appliances. For easier demonstration he has 

used single phase connection instead of three phase connection in his display board. The color 

code for the neutral wire (blue or black wire), live wire (red wire) and the earth wire (yellow or 

green wire) was followed in the circuit which was very helpful in understanding the connections. 

The first session became very effective when we were given an opportunity to have hands-on-

experience on the circuit board in the second session. Two demonstrators Mr. Arul and Mr. Mani 

demonstrated the entire circuit and allowed the faculty members to have hands on experience on 

the circuit board. This training helped the participants to get a practical idea on the circuit and 

understand the electrical wiring circuits which are done at the domestic area. Over all the 

workshop was well planned and demonstrated a practical application of single phase domestic 

electrical wiring which was very effective. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


